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1   MR. PACE:  It's 6:00 and we're going to

2   start the meeting.  Would you all stand for

3   the Pledge of Allegiance?

4   - - -

5   (Whereupon, the Pledge of Allegiance was recited.)

6   - - -

7   MR. PACE:  The purpose of the meeting

8   this evening is a special meeting called for

9   the purpose of considering application

10   110176, Menards, Inc., PDD final development

11   plan for phase one.

12   Are there any abstentions?

13   MS. BERRY:  As I shared in an earlier

14   trustee's meeting, I'm recusing myself from

15   all discussions and decisions relating to the

16   PDD application filed by Menards, as my

17   family is a minority shareholder in MCL

18   Investments, which owns one of the parcels of

19   land included in the PDD application.  While

20   I personally did not support the proposed

21   land sale, I am not offering an opinion on

22   the PDD application.

23   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

24   Let the record show that Trustee Berry

25   has recused herself.
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1   Next we'll review the agenda for this

2   evening.  We will have the reading of the

3   approved motion, the motion that was approved

4   and forwarded to the trustees by the zoning

5   commission.  We'll then have a presentation

6   by the applicant and comments by the

7   applicant, followed by CT Consultants'

8   comments and review of the application, and

9   the zoning commission's recommendation.

10   At that time we'll have a discussion

11   between the trustees and CT Consultants and

12   others as needed, followed by public comment.

13   The public comment will be the same format

14   used for the zoning commission, which is a

15   total limit of one hour for this portion of

16   the meeting.  Each person will be limited to

17   three minutes per speaker.  If you would like

18   to speak, please put your name, your address

19   in the chat box and we will call you in the

20   order received.

21   That will be followed by a discussion

22   of the draft motion in front of or to be

23   delivered to the trustees, any deliberations

24   any trustee in action, filed lastly by

25   adjournment.
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1   With that, I would like to ask our

2   zoning inspector, Randy Davis, to please read

3   the motion for the trustees.

4   MR. DAVIS:  This is the motion approved

5   by Granger Township Zoning Commission.

6   Phase one, final development plan

7   approved for the Market at Medina Line

8   including Menards store sublot number one

9   dated March 9th, 2021.  Moved by Mr. Cliff

10   Bender and seconded by Mr. Richard Mikut to

11   approve the (1) final development plan (FDP)

12   for the phase one on-site and off-site

13   improvements for the Market at Medina Line

14   shopping center, and (2), the FDP for the

15   Menards store sublot number one is shown on

16   the phase one final development plan

17   submitted and dated November 23, 2020, and

18   supplemental drawings as noted below.

19   Number one, improvement plan for the

20   Market of Medina Line by Cunningham &

21   Associates dated 11/20/20.  Sheet 4, overall

22   site plan; sheet 17, Menards site plan; sheet

23   26, overall grading plan (showing soil

24   stockpile area).

25   Number two, proposed landscaping,
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1   building elevations, signs, lighting, and

2   site plan details by Menards including:  CT

3   1, overall landscape plan dated 2/24/21;

4   CT1-B, zone B mound planting dated 1/29/21;

5   CT1-C zone C, Menards store parking lot and

6   frontage planting dated 2/24/21, CT1-D.1,

7   Zone D, State Route 18 frontage, buffer

8   planting, dated 2/24/21; CT1-D.2-3, Zone D,

9   Medina Line Road buffer planting north and

10   south dated 2/24/21; CT1-E.1-2, Zone E,

11   Menards store foundation landscaping and

12   garden center elevation dated 1/29/21;

13   CT1-F.1-4, Zone F, streetscape and roundabout

14   landscaping dated 1/29/21; CT2, Menards store

15   dated 1/29/21; CT3, proposed signage dated

16   3/5/21; CT4, Menards warehouse dated 1/29/21;

17   CT5-1, site photometric plan, including

18   outside yard area, 1/29/21; CT5-1, site

19   photometric plan, Menards customer parking

20   lot only dated 3/5/21; CT5-2, photometric

21   plan cut sheets dated 1/29/21; CT6, site

22   detail plan dated 1/29/21.

23   Number three, master landscape

24   standards dated 3/5/21 attached as Exhibit A.

25   Number four, master sign standards
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1   dated 3/5/21 attached as Exhibit B.

2   Number five, declaration of reciprocal

3   easements dated 3/5/21.

4   In approving the phase one FDP, the

5   zoning commission has determined that the

6   proposed development complies with the

7   applicant's standards, criteria, and

8   principals in the PDD regulations that are

9   applicable for a final development plan

10   subject to the following determination,

11   modifications, and conditions.

12   Section A, determinations.  In

13   considering the approval of the phase one

14   final development plan, the zoning commission

15   has determined that:  Subsection one, the

16   lighting plan for Menards sublot number one,

17   as depicted on CT5-1 dated 3/5/21 is approved

18   given the characteristics of the site:  The

19   size, location of the site within the center

20   of the development, distance from State Route

21   18 and the Medina Line Road, and the

22   topography of the site particularly around

23   the northern portion of the building.

24   Item A, the maximum for parking lot

25   lighting shall be 150 watts, as shown on the
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1   revised plan.

2   Item B, the lighting for the outdoor

3   sale yard, driveway to the outdoor sales

4   yard, and lighting along the east wall dated

5   1/29/21 are acceptable.

6   Item C, the pallet racking lighting in

7   the outdoor sales yard is considered part of

8   the store and is not subject to the maximum

9   light level.

10   Item D, an updated photometric plan

11   shows the photometric calculations for the

12   lot on one street needs to be provided for

13   the township trustees review.

14   Subsection number two, the height of

15   parapet wall on the Menards store front to a

16   maximum of 39 feet for the main entrance was

17   determined acceptable on the preliminary

18   development plan.  The height of the parapet

19   wall at the eastern and western ends of the

20   building at 36 feet, one and a half inches,

21   is permitted pursuant to the zoning

22   resolution section 203D.1.a, Permitted Height

23   Exceptions.

24   Subsection number three, the proposed

25   sign, including the wall signs for the
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1   Menards store, the Menards, The Market

2   monument signs to be erected along SR 18,

3   State Route 18, and the Pinnacle Sports

4   wayfinding sign to be erected in the

5   roundabout at the intersection of streets A

6   and B are acceptable.  The location of the

7   Pinnacle Sports wayfinding sign and the

8   roundabout at the intersection of streets A

9   and B shall be indicated on the overall site

10   plan and landscaping plan subject to the

11   approval of the township trustees.

12   Subsection number four, additional

13   landscaping parameters shall apply as set

14   forth herein.

15   Item A, Street trees shown on the

16   landscape plan CT1-F.1 through F.4 shall be

17   planted at 75 feet on center, equal interval,

18   centered in turf boulevard and shall maintain

19   a minimum distance of 35 feet from the

20   intersection.

21   Item B, whenever the spacing between

22   plants is not noted on the plan, the

23   placement and the arrangement of the plants

24   shown on the plan drawing to scale shall be

25   considered the approved placement.
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1   Subsection 5, sublots driveway spacing

2   and parking lot cross-easements.  Item A,

3   there shall be no driveway access to sublots

4   from the north-south entrance streets,

5   streets B and D.

6   Item B, access drives along there

7   interior private streets A and C shall be

8   spaced a minimum of 250 feet between the

9   center line of each access drive.

10   Item C, one driveway is permitted for

11   each sublot less than 10 acres.  Additional

12   driveways may be permitted for sublots of 10

13   acres or more provided the access drives

14   comply with the minimum 250 feet spacing.

15   Item D, wherever feasible, shared

16   access drives shall be provided for adjoining

17   sublots.

18   Item E, wherever feasible and

19   especially for sublot number four, parking

20   lots and adjoining sublots shall be

21   interconnected or designed to be

22   interconnected in the future.

23   Item F, where a shared access drive

24   and/or parking lot connection is provided, an

25   easement for ingress and egress to adjacent
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1   lots shall be recorded by the property owner

2   with the Medina County Recorder.

3   Subsection six, prior to the township

4   trustee's approval, the phase one final

5   development plan for signing off on the phase

6   one final development plan, Menards shall

7   provide:

8   Item A, documentation regarding the

9   estimated amount of soil stockpiling to occur

10   as part of the phase one grading, estimated

11   length of time the stockpile is likely to

12   remain, and plans to maintain the pile in an

13   acceptable appearance.

14   Item B, update all drawings to reflect

15   changes made since original submission in

16   November of 2021, so all drawings are

17   consistent, such as, but not limited to:  The

18   Market at Medina Line overall site plan sheet

19   4/46 and CT1, overall landscape plan: show

20   location of the Pinnacle Sports wayfinding

21   sign in the roundabout and the correct

22   location of the proposed shopping center

23   entrance signs along State Route 18.

24   CT6:  Remove text that is not

25   consistent with the master landscape plan
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1   requirements.

2   Menards site plan, sheet 17/46:  Show

3   revised location for transformer and fence

4   along the east side of the building.

5   Item C, all documentation and evidence

6   of compliance with applicable federal, state,

7   and county regulations.

8   Item D, Menards, Inc., shall file the

9   Declaration of Reciprocal Easements

10   immediately after the vesting deed or shall

11   obtain a subordination from its lender to

12   assure the priority of the declaration.

13   This approval includes all elements of

14   the Preliminary Development Plan granted on

15   August 27th, 2020, except as may be revised

16   in this approval.

17   The applicant has the continuing

18   responsibility to inform all subsequent

19   applicants submitting to the FDP approval on

20   the sublot or a portion thereof of the terms

21   and conditions established for the entire

22   plan development, including the approved

23   master landscape standards and master sign

24   standards.  The township has no obligation to

25   formally consider such application, unless
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1   the township has received documentation that

2   the applicant for FDP consideration has a

3   bonafide interest in purchasing or leasing

4   the property, and the applicant has been

5   informed of the terms and conditions of this

6   approval.

7   That approval of this phase one final

8   development plan is further subject to the

9   applicant compiling or complying with all

10   applicable federal, state, and county

11   regulations.  Should compliance with any such

12   regulations materially change, the

13   site/development plan as approved herein in

14   any material way, as determined by the

15   township zoning inspector, the plan shall be

16   returned to the township for re-evaluation as

17   an amendment to the approved PDD and/or the

18   approved FDP, by the zoning commission and

19   township trustees.

20   The motion was approved 4-0.

21   MR. PACE:  Mr. O'Neil, do you have

22   presentation and comments to provide?

23   MR. O'NEIL:  I do.

24   MR. SCHAREIN:  When you're up there,

25   please remove your mask, if you would, so
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1   that people can understand you and speak loud

2   and close to the mic.

3   MR. O'NEIL:  I'm Tom O'Neil with

4   Menards, Incorporated, for the record.

5   Address is 5101 Menard Drive, Eau Claire,

6   Wisconsin 54703.

7   I'm here on behalf of Menards.  I'm

8   here coming -- on behalf of the company

9   requesting final development plan approval

10   for the market plans that have been

11   thoroughly vetted over these number of months

12   and over a year now.  I think we've taken a

13   lot of time and effort and care in the

14   submittal of plans, whether it be at the very

15   preliminary levels where they'd be trying to

16   listen to all the comments, whether it be

17   from any of the stakeholders, whether it be

18   engineering levels at DOT and/or county,

19   whether it be zoning commission, whether it

20   be the trustees, property owners, adjacent

21   property owners, whether they be in Granger

22   or Bath or otherwise.  And that has coalesced

23   into the set of final site development plans

24   and final PDD plans that are before us this

25   evening.
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1   All the plans have been reviewed and

2   we've tried to incorporate all the commentary

3   that we've received from the township's

4   consultant at CT Consultants, based on her

5   deliberations with both zoning commission and

6   the trustees.

7   The plans at this point are fully baked

8   in my opinion.  We've had a lot of feedback

9   and we tried to incorporate as much of that

10   feedback into the plan as possible.

11   I'm asking for that approval this

12   evening, and very excited on behalf of

13   Menards to come forth as citizens within

14   Granger Township.

15   I'm really here for more of a question

16   and answer perspective this evening due to

17   how thoroughly, in our opinion, the plans

18   have been reviewed, commented upon, and

19   revised at this point.  And I would just want

20   to take that opportunity to listen to

21   anything further from either a consultant or

22   a trustee perspective and provide any

23   feedback that I can on behalf of Menards.

24   Thank you.

25   MR. PACE:  Thank you.  At this time
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1   we'll have --

2   MS. HOPKINS:  Can I ask --

3   MR. PACE:  Kristin, I think we're going

4   to need you to come to the microphone.

5   If you could step back, Tom.

6   MS. HOPKINS:  I would just like to ask

7   Mr. O'Neil to cover or highlight the changes

8   that were submitted today related to the

9   changes in the grading plan.

10   MR. O'NEIL:  Thank you, Kristin.  My

11   apologies.  I should have covered that.

12   Based on some feedback that we received

13   through our engineers, Mills Johnson at

14   Cunningham & Associates, based on his

15   deliberations with both Medina County and

16   Summit County Engineering, they determined

17   that the southeast and northeast portions of

18   the property should continue to drain in

19   their predevelopment manners and should not

20   be directed to the western mass stormwater

21   detention areas.  The stormwater detention

22   areas that are currently on the plans and

23   have been part of the plans from day one, are

24   not proposed to be changed in size.  We're

25   actually going to divert some of the water
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1   that was flowing to them away from them to

2   additional stormwater detention facilities.

3   So the detention facilities that have been on

4   the plans from day one have been oversized

5   from day one and have now been additionally

6   oversized as a result of taking water that

7   was proposed to flow to them and have them

8   going into the drainage subareas that the

9   property has traditionally drained, and that

10   is to Medina Line Road, both in the northeast

11   corner and the southeast corner.  There is a

12   handful of acres in both of those corners

13   that drain that way today, and they don't --

14   the engineers at the respective county levels

15   do not believe those subarea drainage

16   districts should change.  That is, oh, I

17   guess a change in philosophy or change in

18   some of the initial direction that we've

19   received from them.

20   So at the very corners of the sublots

21   in the northeast corner and the southeast

22   corner, additional small stormwater detention

23   facilities will be designed and incorporated

24   into the site development plans.  They'll

25   hold those waters, and then they'll outlet
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1   them to Medina Line Road at no greater than

2   the current redevelopment grade.  Those

3   outlets will go underneath berms in those

4   directions.

5   There still will be an area of sublot

6   12 that will be undisturbed except for the

7   berms and the construction of a new water

8   main that will need to go along Medina Line

9   Road.  And we've spread out some of the

10   material that had previously been proposed to

11   be stockpiled on a combination of lot 13 and

12   12.  We spread that out so as to eliminate

13   the need for any further stockpiling going

14   forward.  I know that had been of concern to

15   the township, both from a planning and

16   engineering and trustee standpoint.  So I

17   just received a plan from the engineers today

18   to submit to the township, and that is the

19   basis for those design changes, was to

20   eliminate the stockpiling of materials for

21   future spreading on sublots 12 and 13.

22   Again, I would be happy to try to

23   answer further questions about that following

24   Kris' discussion on the matter.

25   MR. PACE:  We're good.  Thank you.
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1   Ms. Hopkins, if you want to follow

2   Mr. O'Neil with CT Consultants' comments and

3   also the review of the application along with

4   the zoning commission's recommendations.

5   MS. HOPKINS:  Good evening and thank

6   you for this opportunity to comment.

7   I would like to first highlight where

8   we are in the process.  As Mr. O'Neil pointed

9   out, it's been over a year that Menards has

10   been -- or he has been traveling to Granger

11   Township.  So initially the project was

12   viewed or presented to the township as a

13   concept.  So there was an informal meeting,

14   according to the zoning resolution, and it

15   was reviewed with the township.  Then a

16   formal preliminary development plan was

17   submitted to the township to go through the

18   approval process as spelled out.  The

19   preliminary development plan addressed the

20   entire 125 or so acres of the shopping

21   center.  So it did do a complete and

22   comprehensive preliminary development plan

23   that met the conditions and the requirements

24   of the zoning resolution.

25   That went through the township zoning
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1   commission first last year, and in January,

2   they recommended approval, they drafted a

3   motion, and forwarded it to the trustees.

4   And then the trustees did their own review

5   and had additional comments and requests and

6   conditions related to the preliminary

7   development plan for the entire shopping

8   center area.  And in August of 2020, that was

9   approved by the township trustees, and there

10   is a motion that included a number of

11   conditions outlining the requirements for

12   each of the sublots, et cetera, landscaping,

13   et cetera.

14   The next step in that process is what

15   we're in now, and that's the final

16   development plan.  In association with this

17   project, it's also a major subdivision so it

18   is, at the same time, going through the

19   county subdivision regulations.  And so as

20   Mr. O'Neil pointed out, the coordination that

21   his engineer is doing with the county is to

22   meet the requirements of the county

23   subdivision regulations.

24   So the township has its set of rules

25   and regulations and the county has its own.
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1   So Menards is proceeding on parallel tracks.

2   There are some similarities in what's being

3   requested, but the township has a significant

4   interest in the landscaping, the building

5   elevations, the signs, the lighting, and

6   things like that, which are not covered by

7   the county engineer standards or the

8   subdivision regulations.

9   So I just wanted to highlight where we

10   are in the process.  And then because this is

11   a final development plan that gets into much

12   more detail, including all the construction

13   details, the plan development district

14   regulations do allow the applicant to proceed

15   in phases.  So what we're reviewing right now

16   as phase one is two components.  One is the

17   overall construction of the improvements for

18   phase one, which are the internal roadway,

19   all of the grading and the drainage and the

20   stormwater management facilities, and things

21   like that are being done as part of

22   preconstruction, I guess you could say,

23   before a building can be built.  But at the

24   same time, Menards has asked for and

25   submitted their requirements for the final
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1   development plan for their own site, which is

2   sublot lot one.  So that is what phase one

3   entails.

4   It does include subdividing the

5   property into sublots that are 1 through 11,

6   which then once that final plat is filed with

7   the county -- approved and filed with the

8   county, then Menards can sell off those

9   sublots and each sublot owner needs to come

10   back to the township and go through this same

11   process that the Menards store site has gone

12   through.

13   So just, again, I wanted to point that

14   out because it seemed like there were some

15   questions about how we got to this point.  So

16   as was mentioned and as Randy read, the

17   zoning commission approved -- or recommended

18   for approval to the trustees approval of the

19   phase one final development plan, but there

20   were a few items that were outstanding.  So

21   as conditions to their approval, Menards

22   needed to do a few things.  So some of those

23   were updating and reconciling their plans and

24   then providing more information on the

25   lighting and the signage and things like
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1   that.  And so what my report today covers is

2   highlighting the changes that they have made

3   and then if there are any other outstanding

4   issues or concerns that have come up between

5   March 9th and today related to what the

6   trustees' concerns might have been.

7   So moving on, then, the summary of the

8   material revisions, the first one to mention

9   is the fact that there are 46 sheets of

10   improvement plans, that are meeting the

11   requirements of the county subdivision

12   regulations.  A few of those do provide

13   information to the township, like where the

14   stockpile had been identified, but the point

15   of that is all of those have been updated and

16   resubmitted to the township so that they are

17   consistent now with all of the landscaping

18   plans and the sign plan, et cetera.  And so

19   they all have today's date.  We did, as

20   Mr. O'Neil pointed out, we did get a revised

21   sheet number 26 for the grading and I'll

22   comment on that later.

23   The second group of considerations were

24   related to the landscaping plan.  So, Kirk,

25   if you could pull up the CT1 set of PDFs.
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1   MR. BAKER:  This is the number four on

2   your list?

3   MS. HOPKINS:  It starts with number

4   four.  So we would go through in this order

5   for the landscaping plans four, five, six,

6   seven, eight, nine, and then it gets out of

7   order, 15, then it'll go back to number 10,

8   11, 12, 13, and then one, I believe, would be

9   numbered 21, which was uploaded today.  I

10   think it was missed by mistake.  It's not on

11   your list.

12   MR. BAKER:  So number four, if you're

13   starting with number four, so that would be

14   Exhibit A.

15   MS. HOPKINS:  So I'll run through these

16   rather quickly.  I know they're somewhat

17   small to be able to see, but, in essence,

18   what Menards has done -- if you could go back

19   to the first one.  So as I said, it's very

20   hard to see on here but, as requested, they

21   have shown the location of the Pinnacle

22   wayfinding sign on this plan.  They had also

23   identified the areas where the existing trees

24   are to remain, which was a request that was

25   pulling it forward, a note from the
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1   preliminary development plan, and then there

2   were a few other changes that were made.  And

3   then this -- the next few are the series on

4   landscaping for the various zones and what

5   they have added then and there are some

6   elevations and illustrations and additional

7   photographs to give an idea of the types of

8   plants, that are described in the plans

9   themselves.  So if you could just flip

10   through those.

11   MR. SCHAREIN:  Which one do you want to

12   go to next?

13   MS. HOPKINS:  If you would just go page

14   by page.

15   MR. SCHAREIN:  Okay.

16   MS. HOPKINS:  Okay.  So that doesn't

17   look like it's fully on the screen, but it

18   is.  That's the extent of page.

19   MR. BAKER:  So we get this right for

20   the minutes, what you showed is that this

21   zone B, then?

22   MS. HOPKINS:  Yes.

23   MR. BAKER:  As we move forward, if

24   you'll call these out so that we get it on

25   the minutes correctly.
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1   MS. HOPKINS:  Yes.  So this is number

2   five.  The next one is zone C.

3   MR. BAKER:  Exhibit C.

4   MR. SCHAREIN:  This is zone C here.

5   MS. HOPKINS:  That's number six.

6   MR. PACE:  Before you leave there,

7   that's depicting the parking lot of the

8   Menards store?

9   MS. HOPKINS:  That is correct, and it's

10   showing the screening for the propane filling

11   station.

12   MR. PACE:  Correct.

13   MS. HOPKINS:  On the next sheet --

14   MR. BAKER:  Which is what number?

15   MS. HOPKINS:  Should be number seven.

16   And what this is illustrating is the

17   landscaping that is proposed west of the

18   signaled intersection, the main entrance to

19   the shopping center, and this is what Menards

20   will install as part of phase one.  And it is

21   the area below the power line easements,

22   between Pinnacle Sports and the entrance to

23   the shopping center.

24   Next one.

25   MR. BAKER:  This is eight; correct?
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1   MS. HOPKINS:  Correct.

2   MR. BAKER:  That's E.

3   MS. HOPKINS:  So this is showing the --

4   this is the berm along Medina Line Road, and

5   this is the area, the northern part of the

6   buffer area, where the evergreen trees will

7   be planted in a single row because of the

8   topography.  So a single row of evergreens

9   was agreed upon at the preliminary plan

10   stage.  It does not show the full sheet.

11   MR. PACE:  I believe those are 30 feet

12   off center.

13   MS. HOPKINS:  There might be a way,

14   though, Kirk, where you can shrink the size.

15   MR. SCHAREIN:  I can go down to 25

16   percent.

17   MR. PACE:  I think that gives the

18   example of what we're trying to show.

19   MS. HOPKINS:  Okay.  So we should be on

20   the next one, which is page 9, and we're at

21   CT1-D3.

22   MR. BAKER:  That would be F.

23   MS. HOPKINS:  This is illustrating the

24   area along Medina Line Road that is going to

25   have the staggered row of evergreen trees so
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1   it's a more solid screen and that was

2   determined necessary based on the conditions

3   and the topography along that stretch of

4   Medina Line Road.

5   The next one is number --

6   MR. PACE:  Those plantings end up being

7   15 feet on center.  Each row is 30 foot on

8   center resulting, but they're staggered so

9   they end up being 15 feet on center.

10   MS. HOPKINS:  Right.

11   Next sheet is number 15.

12   MR. BAKER:  So we're moving down to 15,

13   we'll make that G.

14   MS. HOPKINS:  And this sheet is showing

15   the landscaping in front of the Menards store

16   and in front of the yard, the outdoor sales

17   yard at the west end of the building and

18   giving the illustration of the planting.

19   The next one is sheet number 10.

20   MR. BAKER:  That will be H.

21   MS. HOPKINS:  And this drawing here is

22   illustrating the landscaping to the east side

23   of -- these are foundation plantings against

24   the wall, the east wall of the Menards store,

25   and illustrating what -- how the transformer
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1   area in the southeast corner of the building

2   is going to be screened.

3   Now we are moving to the trees

4   illustrating -- well, this one is the

5   roundabout plus the trees in the private

6   street right of way, so the street trees.

7   This is drawing or item number 11.

8   MR. BAKER:  That would be I.

9   MS. HOPKINS:  And on this sheet too, so

10   you are seeing the pattern in the diagram

11   showing the plants that are going to be

12   planted as part of phase one.  This diagram

13   also shows the location of the sidewalk along

14   the south side of east/west street.

15   The next three are numbers 12, 13, and

16   I believe it would be the new number 21.  And

17   these are pretty much the same.  It's just

18   illustrating the various portions of the

19   street because it couldn't all fit on one

20   sheet.

21   MR. BAKER:  Number 12 will be J.

22   Number 13 will be K.  Number 21, which we'll

23   have to provide, will be L.

24   MS. HOPKINS:  One comment about the

25   roundabout.  So the zoning commission, we had
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1   not seen on a plan itself where the Pinnacle

2   wayfinding sign would be located.  And that

3   was one of the things Menards sent in to show

4   on a plan.  And in looking at the plan, it

5   seemed that there may be some consideration

6   of a different location if and when sublot

7   three gets developed, then that place on the

8   roundabout may not be the most beneficial

9   place.  And so what the motion that I've

10   drafted for the trustees indicates that as

11   long as it's within the right of way, the

12   roundabout right of way, and in a manner that

13   is not obstructing traffic, that if Menards

14   does decide to move it somewhere within that

15   circle, that that is something that the

16   zoning inspector could approve

17   administratively.  So that's for

18   consideration in the motion.

19   So that's it on the landscaping plans.

20   If you can pull up, then, the photometric

21   drawing which are CT5-1.

22   MR. BAKER:  Which is item number two,

23   and that will be M.

24   MS. HOPKINS:  As was noted in the

25   zoning commission motion that Randy read,
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1   Menards did, at the township's request,

2   reduce pretty much all of the lighting levels

3   for the Menards site.  It was also pointed

4   out that the streetlights are exempt from the

5   illumination limits.  Menards had initially

6   proposed that the parking lot lights would be

7   300 watt LED lights, and positioned

8   throughout the parking lot, and the interior

9   street would also have streetlights that were

10   the same, 300 watts LED lights.  Based on the

11   research that CT conducted and insights from

12   the CT highway and lighting engineer, Menards

13   has agreed to reduce, and they show on their

14   plans, to reduce the wattage on the following

15   types of lights.  So the garden center,

16   decorative lights are located along the front

17   of the building on where the fence is for the

18   garden center and they have reduced those

19   from 75 watts to 70 watts.  They have

20   building mounted lights along the east and

21   north part of the building, and those have

22   been reduced from 200 watts to 185 watts, and

23   in some cases, even further to 150 watts.

24   So you'll note on this photometric plan

25   that there are -- the calculations do
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1   indicate significant lowering of those

2   lights.  And as I mentioned, the parking lot

3   lights are reduced from 100 watts to 150

4   watts.

5   The streetlights will be reduced and

6   they show on the next sheet, which is the cut

7   sheet.  They have indicated that the

8   streetlights are reduced from 300 watts to

9   185 watts.  The difference between the

10   parking lot and the street is that the

11   parking lot, some of those lamps -- or some

12   of those poles have two lamps, the lights

13   along the street only have one lamp.

14   MR. BAKER:  That's number three and

15   will be N.

16   MR. PACE:  Kristin, just for

17   clarification, all lighting is down lighting?

18   MS. HOPKINS:  All lighting is down

19   lighting, yes.  And in regards to what

20   Menards has done in setting the standard, as

21   I would say, for the entire shopping center,

22   in the motion, in the draft motion, one of

23   the things that was added is a statement that

24   the parking lots in all the sublots, those

25   parking lot lights cannot not exceed the 150
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1   watts, so they have to follow what Menards

2   has done as well.

3   The last item from a drawing standpoint

4   to just review would be the grading plan.  So

5   we can see the revised grading scheme and

6   that is MTG-26 or something like that.

7   That's one of the things that you had

8   uploaded.

9   MR. SCHAREIN:  There you go.

10   MS. HOPKINS:  If you go to the second

11   page, the second page is -- the second page,

12   though, is sheet 26 out of number 20, so at

13   the bottom of your list, Market at Medina

14   Line sheets 25 through 46, those are the

15   improvement drawings.

16   MR. BAKER:  We're going to call that

17   Exhibit O.

18   MS. HOPKINS:  One of the concerns that

19   was raised by the zoning commission was the

20   existence of this stockpile, and at the May

21   -- or I'm sorry, the March 9th meeting, it

22   was still unclear how much soil might be

23   stockpiled.  And at that point, Cunninghmam &

24   Associates, the project engineer, was still

25   in the process of working with the county on
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1   the grading and the stormwater management

2   plans and still refining those.  So that is

3   why, in the zoning commission's motion, it

4   mentioned there needed to be more information

5   provided regarding the stockpile, and if

6   there was going to be some soil stockpiled,

7   et cetera, how much, et cetera.

8   As Mr. O'Neil pointed out today, there

9   is a proposal on the revised or on the plan

10   that's page number one, if you can flip back.

11   What Mr. O'Neil had explained earlier this

12   evening about changing the way this is going

13   to be graded at the request of the Medina

14   County and Summit County Engineers for

15   stormwater management and to try to keep as

16   much water or keep the water flowing in the

17   same direction as it currently is, this is

18   the plan that is the result of those

19   discussions.  And so as Mr. O'Neil pointed

20   out, there is no longer a need for the soil

21   -- any soil to be stockpiled, and so on the

22   draft motion that I had provided to the

23   trustees, that whole section can be deleted.

24   However, because we received this just today,

25   it does behoove us, the township, for the
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1   township to review if there are any

2   implications related to the screening along

3   Medina Line Road.  So I would ask that you

4   would allocate some time that CT Consultants

5   can look at it in more detail.

6   One of the concerns that was raised

7   related to Medina Line Road and screening and

8   recognizing that Menards, as part of phase

9   one, was installing evergreen trees along the

10   portion, but not the entire length of Medina

11   Line Road.  In fact, about two-thirds of

12   sublot 11 was not going to have any trees

13   planted as part of phase one because of the

14   grading, it was a preliminary grading.

15   There was some concerns raised about

16   parking lots, wondering, you know, how close

17   would a parking lot get to the edge of the

18   lot facing Medina Line Road, and wanting to

19   make sure that there's enough screening.

20   However, there is a huge grade change, grade

21   differential between where the lot is and

22   where the parking lot will be and where the

23   road is, and so that also requires some

24   additional review trying to figure out what's

25   the best way to handle that in the motion so
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1   that moving forward with anyone who purchases

2   sublot 11, that they know in advance what

3   their requirements are for screening along

4   Medina Line Road.

5   So with that, that concludes my

6   comments and report on where we are today

7   with the updated plans.  Thank you.

8   MR. PACE:  Thank you, Kristin.

9   Trustee Ginley, do you have any

10   questions for either Ms. Hopkins or

11   Mr. O'Neil at this time?  I probably have a

12   few.

13   MR. GINLEY:  Why don't you go first.

14   MR. PACE:  Kristin, if you could please

15   reapproach.  We just did receive the change

16   in grading today.  Understand, as you

17   mentioned, that that was required by a change

18   in thinking by the Summit County and the

19   Medina County Engineers.  As you mentioned,

20   it may, therefore, because we're not going to

21   have that stockpile, it's going to be spread

22   over a few of those sublots, a few of the

23   larger sublots.  I do share the concern that

24   we need to look at the screening to see if

25   it's impacted by change in elevation since we
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1   just haven't had the opportunity to look at

2   that.  So indeed I would appreciate CT's

3   review of that, and, obviously, consultation

4   with the applicants so that we have a full

5   understanding of what those changes are and

6   to prep the trustees on that.  So we're

7   understanding what that impact is and make

8   some decisions in a draft motion, if we could

9   draft motion.

10   So I think that was one.  I'm in

11   agreement with what you're proposing for the

12   wayfinding sign at Pinnacle, that if we find

13   that the location to the roundabout, since

14   the location was not defined by the zoning

15   commission and asked for the trustees to make

16   an opinion on it, I think it's a good plan

17   that if that location does not suffice to

18   meet its needs, which is move traffic in and

19   out and allow people to know which way they

20   take the roundabout to get to Pinnacle, I'm

21   in agreement that our zoning inspector would

22   then review that along with the spirit of the

23   plan.  If that needs to be moved, then it be

24   moved with our approval.

25   I think that's a very important aspect
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1   of this plan.  I just want to comment on

2   that, that there is the agreement to allow

3   Pinnacle to share access to the signalized

4   indicator, which means individuals going to

5   and from Pinnacle will safely be able to pull

6   in and out of Pinnacle without risking a

7   left-hand turn with no light.  So I'm in

8   favor of anything we can do to make sure the

9   traffic moves back and forth to Pinnacle.

10   I'm in agreement with the street

11   lighting requirements.  I think my question

12   to you earlier in conversation was, has CT

13   Consultants lighting experts looked at it,

14   and if so, that's why I'm in agreement with

15   that change as well.

16   There's been a fair amount of talk

17   about the interconnectivity of driveways,

18   access driveways between the different sub

19   parcels to make sure that traffic, once off

20   of 18 and in the development lots and that,

21   can move between one sublot to another sublot

22   efficiently.  So I'm in agreement with I

23   think what the zoning commission has

24   recommended, that we allow for the

25   connectivity of those when necessary.  I just
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1   want to reiterate, though, that in no way

2   reduces the open space requirement for each

3   of those sublots, which those exterior

4   sublots to the development are all at 30

5   percent open space, so we'll have to find

6   somewhere else if they want to do that, to

7   have that open space that would have been at

8   that point there.

9   I think those are my initial comments.

10   MR. GINLEY:  I also have pretty much

11   the same ideas that you had.  The lighting

12   change was a very excellent one.  I do think

13   that the drawings all being consistent is

14   really going to be a big help in the future,

15   with your little words for the next other

16   lots being consistent with the Menards is

17   going to save a lot of time and will look

18   very nice.

19   And I think you brought it up more than

20   once about phase one is just Menards, the

21   drain, the dirt, the roadwork, just so that

22   everyone kind of knows that, but those are

23   the same.  You've answered the stockpile

24   question, so --

25   MR. PACE:  One other comment that I
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1   guess I would make is that we were

2   concentrating heavily, as the zoning

3   commission did, on lighting, on landscaping,

4   on signage.  We've spent a lot of time

5   reviewing those along with CT Consultants and

6   that because those are the areas, as

7   Ms. Hopkins pointed out, that the township

8   has what I call primary responsibility over.

9   We know that they're not looking at those at

10   the county level.

11   At the county level, there's many, many

12   things such as grading and that and soil and

13   water, to dovetail into what we do and have

14   an impact, and that's why we want to look

15   again at buffering, but that is being done

16   simultaneously at the county level and to an

17   extent the state level because you do have

18   ODOT involved as well.

19   Part of this process in where we are

20   now does still involve all the requirements

21   that the applicant has under the approval of

22   the preliminary plan, and there were many

23   requirements there, so just because we're

24   speaking to certain requirements in that,

25   it's not -- it's because if they had already
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1   been put into place.  For example, there's no

2   access to this development from Medina Line

3   Road.  That was put into place and decided at

4   the time of the preliminary development.  The

5   only access there is emergency access for

6   emergency vehicles and that is it.  It won't

7   be a paved drive, it will be something

8   different than a paved drive, it won't look

9   like a paved drive.  The preliminary plan had

10   a different trust that the township and

11   Medina County and the subdivision review has

12   already accomplished that.

13   I think at this time, we'll open it up

14   to the public comments.  Again, if you want

15   to comment, please submit your name and

16   address into the chat.  You'll have three

17   minutes to comment and we will then move on

18   to the next person.

19   Kirk, let me know when you're ready.

20   MR. SCHAREIN:  The first person that

21   requested to speak was Julie Buffenbarger,

22   1451 Snowberry Lane.

23   Julie, if you want to unmute your mic

24   and then state your name and address and then

25   you'll have three minute to speak.
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1   MS. BUFFENBARGER:  Julie Buffenbarger,

2   1451 Snowberry Lane, Medina, Ohio.

3   And again, I have spoken many times at

4   these forums and the things that I want to

5   bring forward to you again are, are we really

6   -- do we really need a big box store in our

7   local development?  And I understand that big

8   box retailers have thrived in the past, but

9   in 2017 there was 6,700 store closures,

10   Kmart, Walmart, Toys-R-Us, and if you look

11   within the last three months, we look at the

12   demise of Bed, Bath & Beyond in Medina and we

13   look at what's left over.  It's the parking

14   lots that are vacant.  They are a home for

15   litter and potholes.

16   So right now we're seeing more and more

17   door to door deliveries, and we have two

18   stores similar to Menards which are 3.5 miles

19   from this location.  Is this a necessary item

20   in Granger Township?

21   Plus when we look through the plans --

22   I am a lead AP and I look at some of these

23   things and while I applaud that they have

24   reduced the lighting, there's no conversation

25   about cutoff and a cutoff time for lighting,
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1   which would, again, lead to a darkened sky

2   because we are changing our biodiversity and

3   what is going on in our rural -- again, I

4   relate this to you -- rural township.

5   We have not asked them to build in a

6   sustainable manner.  They have built to the

7   minimum safety building code as all

8   commercials buildings are built to.  Why do

9   we not have them building to more of a

10   performance standard where we see more

11   environmentalism put into the construction

12   and the thought into construction so that it

13   blends more with our rural nature?

14   You know, we kind of say, well, why do

15   we need to do this?  Well, if we look at our

16   ecosystems, we depend upon our ecosystems.

17   And putting in this large development at 125

18   acres along with the additional that is going

19   to come forward, we are drastically changing

20   the landscape of Granger Township.  And we're

21   hurting our biodiversity, we're going to

22   change migration plan.  You know, we've

23   removed wetlands, we're going to add

24   artificial lighting to the night sky, which

25   will irreversibly impact our wildlife, along
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1   with looking at how we're going to be

2   changing water and land pollution, increasing

3   temperatures due to land loss from

4   construction, as well as additional safety

5   risks from increased traffic flow.

6   And while I do understand that we will

7   see development along Route 18, I think it's

8   necessary that we step back and we look at

9   the long-term planning of these areas for low

10   impact development and sustainable growth.

11   I also see that we've changed the

12   stormwater management plan, and while I

13   applaud that they've done that, they are

14   looking at historical perspectives.  They are

15   not planning for climate change.  They have

16   not taken any of that into consideration in

17   the planning of this development.  And

18   because we are a township and we are rural,

19   I --

20   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

21   MR. SCHAREIN:  The next person that we

22   have that's requested to speak is Susan

23   Schmidt, 4282 State Road.

24   Susan, if you would please unmute your

25   mic, state your name and address, and then
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1   your time will start.

2   MS. SCHMIDT:  Hi, I'm Susan Schmidt.  I

3   live at 4282 State Road, Medina County, and I

4   just wanted to say that each of the Granger

5   Township trustees have put in many hours and

6   a lot of time to keep our township safe to

7   promote our safety and well-being, and we

8   appreciate your efforts.  We have trusted

9   that your intentions are good and we've been

10   willing to return you to office.  But I want

11   you to know the situation with this Menards

12   is different.  I don't know if you're aware

13   of the level of outrage that exists around

14   this proposed development.  I'm hearing

15   people saying things like something stinks,

16   the township trustees have been here too

17   long, they think they don't have to listen to

18   us, somebody must be getting something from

19   this.  I'm hearing these things from

20   residents of this township.  I want you to

21   know I don't necessarily think that there are

22   payoffs or shady practices around the

23   proposed Menards, but I want you to

24   understand why so many members of this

25   township are losing confidence in you and how
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1   people are coming to these conclusions, and

2   why the reputations of all three trustees are

3   beginning to suffer.

4   From the outside, this is what is seen.

5   Number one, there is no formal cost benefit

6   analysis.  You don't know that the township

7   will be financially better off with the

8   Menards development or a housing development

9   on the same property.  You don't know how

10   EMS, fire and safety services will be

11   impacted.  The fire chief thinks they can

12   handle everything, but we don't have any hard

13   data or analysis.

14   Another reason people are losing faith

15   in your judgement around the Menards is that

16   Mr. Pace has misrepresented the level of

17   opposition to the project in the township.

18   He has stated that the public comments have

19   been approximately 50/50 for and against.

20   Well, there have been two independent

21   open records requests and public comments

22   that I am aware of, and both show

23   overwhelming opposition to the Menards

24   project, and misrepresenting the level of

25   opposition makes people wonder what else you
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1   are misrepresenting about this project.

2   The consensus among the residents of

3   this township is to keep the character rural,

4   to stop the Menards with the noise, the

5   crime, the air, and light pollution.  We can

6   just say no.

7   Less than ten years ago, the Granger

8   Township stopped a development because it

9   would impact the rural character of the

10   county.  This was a property that was near

11   Teri Berry's farm, I believe.  We can just

12   say no.  Hinckley Township just denied for a

13   senior complex for the same reason.  There is

14   no reason that we need a business like this

15   and people want to know why you are

16   supporting a business --

17   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

18   MR. SCHAREIN:  That's time.

19   The next person requested to speak was

20   Andrew Karas, Esquire, 600 Superior Avenue,

21   East, Suite 1300, Cleveland, Ohio.

22   Andrew, if you would, please, unmute

23   your microphone and state your name and

24   address and we will start the clock.

25   MR. KARAS:  Thank you.  Andrew Karas,
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1   Fair Shake Environmental Legal Services, 600

2   Superior Avenue, East, that's Cleveland,

3   44114.

4   I've been asked to speak on behalf of

5   the Citizens Action Group, who I represent

6   consisting of residents of the township as

7   well as the surrounding communities in

8   opposition to the application.

9   I understand that the written comments

10   which I submitted on behalf of the group have

11   been forwarded to the trustees, so I won't

12   get too granular, but I just want to go over

13   some of those larger points that we made at a

14   high level.

15   First, just with regard to the

16   application to the zoning resolution, we did

17   pick out what we thought were a few bright

18   lining issues and we suspected there may be

19   more once we've had a full opportunity for

20   review, but more fundamentally we are

21   concerned with the segmented nature of the

22   purported final proposals.  So certainly the

23   resolution does allow for implementation of a

24   phase consideration, final plan, but we have

25   here is a tenant or one sublot of many
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1   purporting to develop just the lot that the

2   Menards occupy.  And I would submit that

3   proceedings like this, in keeping with the

4   PDD rules that require analysis, not just in

5   how these lots all interrelate to each other,

6   but also how they relate to the surrounding

7   community and its rural character in the

8   aspect of surrounding buildings.

9   Next, I would ask that the board defer

10   taking any action tonight.  It sounds like

11   you're planning to do so and I would

12   recommend the board defer that decision

13   especially in light of revised stormwater,

14   sedimentation and grading plans that have

15   been submitted just today.

16   We would on top of that ask -- so this

17   has actually been previously raised in

18   comments, some of the ethical issues.  We

19   would ask to just show good faith for

20   disclosure by the board, and any

21   correspondence from the ethics commission

22   related to any investigation, complaint

23   they've been issued, and just given the

24   intent of public controversy that's been

25   around the project, we think erring on the
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1   side of more investigation is obviously

2   better than erring on the side of less.

3   Taking time to render a decision in

4   both in keeping with the open meeting is

5   clearly allowed under the terms of the

6   township zoning resolution.

7   So in closing, thank you for your

8   consideration.  We would urge the board to

9   subject the project to all the attention that

10   it deserves, and we believe that in doing so,

11   you will need to reject the application of

12   this.  Thank you.

13   MR. PACE:  Okay.

14   MR. SCHAREIN:  The next person

15   requesting to speak was Jim Valentic, 4524

16   Carter Drive.  

17   Jim, if you would please unmute your

18   microphone and state your name and address

19   and we will start the clock.

20   MR. VALENTIC  Yes, thank you.  My name

21   is Jim Valentic, and I'm a resident of

22   Granger Township, 4524 Carter Drive.  

23   I believe Ms. Schmidt spoke very

24   eloquently about the frustrations of many

25   residents in the township around the lack of
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1   confidence in the trustees and the zoning

2   commission.  You know, just to -- I think

3   it's ironic that the trustees mention here

4   today that they're focused and concerned

5   about lighting and signage, when the PDD

6   provision says one of the primary

7   considerations are the ability of the

8   township resources to support the

9   development.

10   I've personally requested the analyses

11   around the sheriff's department's assertion

12   that they could handle the project, as well

13   as the township fire and EMS assertion they

14   could handle the project.  Certainly, those

15   officials would not have made those

16   statements without some analysis to support

17   it.  I have requested that data for over six

18   months now.  I believe it's appropriate to be

19   provided to the residents that are concerned

20   about their safety and security.  I believe

21   we are due to receive that information under

22   the Sunshine Law, and I honestly am baffled

23   the trustees don't want to share that

24   information with the residents.

25   The onus should not be on us to ferret
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1   out this information.  The onus should be on

2   the trustees to convince the residents that

3   you have taken our concerns into account,

4   that you are protecting our safety, and that

5   these services are available to us when

6   needed.  And quite honestly, I believe, you

7   know, to date, you have done a disservice to

8   us by not providing the information that we

9   have requested.

10   That's the end of my comments for this

11   evening.

12   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

13   MR. SCHAREIN:  Next person that we have

14   on the list was John McIlvried, 241 Medina

15   Road.

16   John, if you could unmute your mic,

17   state your name and address, please, and

18   we'll start the clock.

19   MR. McILVRIED:  My name is John

20   McIlvried, I am an owner at 241 Medina Road.

21   I'm in support of Menards final PDD

22   application.  One, the application meets all

23   the requirements stipulated by the PDD

24   regulations.  This is not an effort to

25   rezone, modify, or provide some sort of
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1   exemption for Menards.  Their application

2   meets the PDD legal standards that are and

3   have been in existence for a development of

4   this type and Granger Township.  As pointed

5   by a former zoning commission member who

6   upgraded the PDD overlay districts when it

7   was first established, quote, the proposed

8   Market at Medina Line meets the spirit and

9   intent of the Granger Township PDD.

10   Two, Menards has consistently

11   cooperated with the Granger Township and

12   their requests.  Menards has been in close

13   communication with consultants hired by the

14   township, as well as the Granger Township

15   zoning commission and township trustees.  The

16   zoning commission in Granger Township

17   consultants spent considerable time and

18   effort coming to agreement with Menards in a

19   detailed plan to both promote and protect the

20   health, safety, and welfare of residents of

21   Granger Township.

22   Three, Menards has addressed concerns

23   about water, light, and traffic issues.

24   Through their work with the Medina County

25   Regional Planning and others, such as ODPA,
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1   they have satisfied concerns about these

2   areas.  Menards' plans will actually reduce

3   the potential for flooding that some areas

4   have experienced in the past, and they have

5   gone to great lengths to create landscaping

6   and design that will minimize both light and

7   sound.  Similarly their work with ODOT will

8   improve the application by reducing the

9   number of accidents and deaths in this

10   section of Route 18.  For example, the new

11   access of Pinnacle will help immensely.

12   Actually, this is the kind of traffic flow

13   pattern that ODOT has been hoping for.

14   Four, Menards is committed to

15   preserving parts of the property to maintain

16   the environment and wetlands beyond what is

17   required.  And property values often increase

18   due to having desired services close by and

19   available.  There is no indication that a

20   Menards would adversely impact property

21   values, crime, nor local habitat any more

22   than other uses which are allowed by the PDD.

23   Five, there are a number of benefits

24   and positive features.  This project will

25   bring in increased tax revenue to the
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1   township, schools, and other county services.

2   It will also bring jobs to the township and

3   provide a convenient location for residents

4   of the township and surrounding areas to do

5   their shopping.

6   Sixth, this area is already

7   commercially zoned.  Regardless of whether

8   the ultimate land use is through the PDD or

9   simply achieved through normal C2 commercial

10   zoning, the land will be developed.  The

11   owners of the land have legal property

12   rights.  The PDD allows the township greater

13   control with insurance that the development

14   is effective and safe, fits in with the

15   desire of the aesthetics within Granger

16   community.  The current Menards project

17   utilizing the PDD is Granger Township's best

18   chance to influence the development of the

19   property in ways that will be mutually

20   beneficial to all.  Thank you.

21   MR. SCHAREIN:  Thank you.

22   Our next person that requested to speak

23   was Christine Naizer, 530 Barnhill Drive.

24   Christine, if you would unmute your

25   mic, state your name and address, and we'll
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1   start the clock.

2   MS. NAIZER:  Hello.  This is Christine

3   Naizer, 530 Barnhill Drive.

4   MR. SCHAREIN:  Christine, we're getting

5   a lot of feedback from you.

6   MS. NAIZER:  Okay.  Is that better?

7   MR. SCHAREIN:  Yes.

8   MS. NAIZER  Hi.  Christine Naizer, 530

9   Barnhill Drive, Medina, 44256.

10   So I'm asking that you uphold the

11   zoning resolution and part of that resolution

12   states that you are to promote harmony and

13   integration with existing developments and

14   protect adjoining properties from adverse

15   impacts.  And it is well known that a big box

16   store is not in existence.  We don't have one

17   in Granger Township.  We are not a city.  I

18   found it appalling that the overlay allows

19   for residentially zoned property to turn into

20   a development overlay at the expense of the

21   taxpayers of Granger Township to meet the

22   request of a business in Eau Claire,

23   Wisconsin.  Not even an Ohio resident.

24   The two buildings that are in existence

25   that have 7,200 square feet or .0025 acres as
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1   compared with a big box space of 871,200

2   square feet or 12 acres, so when you are

3   protecting joint properties from adverse

4   impacts, don't allow for a planned

5   development district on the corner of North

6   Medina Line and Route 18 due the proximity to

7   the residents of Bath on North Medina Line,

8   and the Granger residents of Brenelle and

9   Waterside Drive.

10   These taxpayers and homeowners will be

11   negatively impacted by sound, light, water

12   runoff, and environmental degradation of

13   ground water.  There is also a projected

14   devaluation of their property if this

15   proposal goes through.

16   I urge you to vote no.  We've had a

17   power outage, we've had a pandemic, we've not

18   been able to meet in person.  I think that

19   you owe that to the constituents of Granger

20   Township of which you represent.  You do not

21   represent Menards, you represent us.

22   Please table this application since

23   this has also become evident in tonight's

24   meeting that you just received some new

25   information.
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1   Thank you to Kristin from CT

2   Consultants who said that you should hold

3   off.  She implied that there's new

4   information that has not been properly

5   vetted, and I agree with her.

6   In addition, in the past, CT

7   Consultants reported that an engineering firm

8   that specializes in reviewing commercial

9   development advised that this proposed plan

10   will have legitimate noise abatement issues.

11   Per the CT Consultants report, requesting the

12   anticipated truck delivery schedule, the

13   response from Menards indicates that a given

14   eight to ten commercial trucks will be

15   loading and unloading at three docks.  A

16   commercial truck driving at 25 miles an

17   hour --

18   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

19   MR. SCHAREIN:  The next person was

20   Elizabeth Schmidt, 4282 State Road.

21   Elizabeth, if you would unmute your mic

22   and state your name and address and we'll

23   start the clock.

24   MS. SCHMIDT:  Can you hear me?

25   MR. SCHAREIN:  Yes.
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1   MS. SCHMIDT:  My name is Elizabeth

2   Schmidt, I live at 4282 State Road, Medina,

3   44256, in Granger Township.

4   So there's a few things I want to say.

5   The first is all to the community members,

6   Granger, as well also Bath and surrounding

7   townships who have been really instrumental

8   in fighting this, I want to say that I am

9   proud of us, I am proud of the way that

10   people in this community have come together

11   and have not just sat back and let this

12   happen, but has been vocal.

13   This is a bigger issue than just a

14   Menards.  We're seeing around Medina and

15   around northeast Ohio numerous cases in which

16   local governments against the overwhelming

17   will of the people they are supposed to

18   represent are favoring corporations to the

19   detriment of the environment and the sanctity

20   of the town.  So this is a longer fight than

21   just Menards regardless of how the trustees

22   choose to vote, if they vote tonight.

23   To the trustees and everybody who's

24   supported this process, everybody who's voted

25   to allow this development to go forward, I am
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1   incredibly disappointed.  You might be tired

2   of hearing from us, you might be tired of

3   dealing with us.  We are tired and we are

4   angry.  And if you want us to go away, if you

5   want us to stop being a thorn in your side,

6   then you should start listening to us, you

7   should stop belittling us, you should stop

8   lying about what you can and cannot do to

9   stop this.

10   When you start to get challenged in

11   office and you start to lose elections,

12   understand that this is why.  Also understand

13   that you can still vote no.  You can choose

14   not to vote tonight.  You have plenty of time

15   and you can still vote no.  You can do the

16   right thing.  Just say no to Menards.

17   We shouldn't have to tell you do your

18   job by representing us.  We shouldn't have to

19   beg you to listen to us.

20   If this Menards go through, if the

21   development is built, if our wetland is

22   filled in, if farmland in this community

23   continues to be destroyed, not for people,

24   not for the people who live here, not for

25   people who might want to move here, but for
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1   corporations that don't care about us, that

2   we know will use their privileges and their

3   power in other communities and every single

4   person in this administration has failed to

5   uphold the purpose of their office.

6   So I first of all strongly advocate

7   that you do not vote tonight, and if you do

8   vote, that you vote no.  That you do your

9   job, that you protect your community and that

10   you start to put us, the people who live

11   here, the people who live around here, before

12   corporate interests.  Thank you.

13   MR. SCHAREIN:  Last person that we have

14   is requested to speak was Patty Valentic,

15   4524 Carter Drive.  

16   Patty, if you would please unmute your

17   mic and state your name and address and we

18   will start the clock.

19   MS. VALENTIC:  My name is Patty

20   Valentic, 4524 Carter Drive, Medina, Ohio

21   44256.

22   A couple of items that I would like to

23   speak to, this evening there was a very large

24   power outage that affected many of the

25   residents of Granger Township as well as
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1   Spectrum, which provides the WiFi service,

2   cable service for many, many residents.  So I

3   believe it's unfair that many residents are

4   unable to attend this meeting this evening

5   because of that issue.  I would ask that you

6   withhold your voting this evening.  I'm not

7   sure how you're going to remedy the fact that

8   these people were not able to join, but I do

9   believe it's unfair that people were unable

10   to join the meeting this evening.

11   Additionally, I would like to address

12   an item that Liz -- that Susan Schmidt told

13   very eloquently about, as well as my husband,

14   James Valentic, about the impact on the

15   Granger Township residents due to the non --

16   you haven't addressed traffic concerns.  You

17   have done the bare minimum that ODOT has

18   required in terms of addressing traffic along

19   Medina Line and Medina Road; however, we have

20   asked several times for you to address and do

21   a traffic study how the -- this development

22   will impact all of the other roads in the

23   community.  The feeder roads, the roads such

24   as Granger Township, State Road, Route 94, we

25   feel that these are going to be heavily used
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1   by people traversing to the development.  We

2   would ask you to hold off on the approval of

3   the final development until you have

4   requested a traffic study that addresses the

5   issues around traffic on these secondary

6   roads in the township.

7   One other item is that we had provided

8   in a previous submission to the township

9   about the safety services.  We provided

10   information that we had received from

11   Cuyahoga Falls Police Department and EMS

12   Department about the number of service calls

13   that they had made to the Cuyahoga Falls

14   store.  It's far different than the

15   information that Mr. O'Neil had provided that

16   he said that the Cuyahoga Falls store had

17   about, you know, six service calls.  We

18   addressed -- we found from the Cuyahoga Falls

19   Police Department and EMS that they had over

20   80 --

21   MR. PACE:  Thank you.  Last call for

22   comments in the chat box.

23   MR. SCHAREIN:  No other requests to

24   speak.

25   MR. PACE:  So we'll close this portion
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1   of the meeting.

2   Kristin, if you could approach the

3   podium.  We want to review the draft motion

4   you have so far for the trustees, our

5   comments and concerns, since the zoning

6   commission's motion.

7   I do want to address, there was a

8   comment concerning my integrity in comments

9   that I made at the August 27th preliminary

10   approval meeting.  I stand by those comments

11   and suggest that you reread those minutes.

12   Thank you.

13   MS. HOPKINS:  So if I understand you

14   right, we will go over the proposed or this

15   draft motion, which is the zoning

16   commission's motion with some changes based

17   on issues that the trustees have voiced and

18   some of the things that Menards has responded

19   to already.

20   So the first item would be -- there was

21   a request in A1D.1 photometric plan that

22   shows the calculations for the lot on one

23   sheet.  So that has been provided.  That is

24   no longer necessary and has been struck.

25   In response to the lighting plan that
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1   was submitted and the changes that Menards

2   has made to all of the lights, the lamps that

3   I had identified and commented on earlier, we

4   have -- or I have added then item number two,

5   which says lighting for the interior street

6   and sublots shall comply with the following:

7   A, streetlights shall be limited to 185 watts

8   LED lights as noted on CT5-1, and then B,

9   parking lot lighting on sublots shall be

10   limited to 150 watts or less.

11   Then the next changes in item number

12   A4, under proposed signs, the request for the

13   zoning commission's motion had said that the

14   location of the Pinnacle Sports wayfinding

15   sign in the roundabout at the intersection of

16   streets A and B shall be indicated on the

17   overall site plan and the landscaping plan

18   subject to the approval of the township

19   trustees.  That sentence has been struck out

20   because Menards did supply the location, and

21   as we had discussed earlier tonight, there is

22   some allowance then in this motion to allow

23   for some alternative placement if necessary.

24   So the proposed item number four reads as

25   this:  The proposed signs, including the wall
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1   signs for the Menards store, the Menards --

2   the Market monument signs to be erected along

3   State Route 18, and the Pinnacle wayfinding

4   sign to be erected in the roundabout at the

5   intersection of streets A and B are

6   acceptable as shown on the improvement plans

7   and the landscaping plan, CT-1 dated 4/8/21.

8   In the event an alternate location is

9   requested for the Pinnacle wayfinding sign,

10   the zoning inspector may approve an alternate

11   location within the roundabout right of way

12   based on the low 32-inch sign height.  So

13   that will not obstruct the view from drivers.

14   Item number five talks about additional

15   landscaping parameters that shall apply as

16   set forth herein.  Item 5A, talks about the

17   street trees.  So there were changes -- I've

18   made some changes based on the drawings that

19   Menards -- the updated drawings from Menards,

20   and in responding to the request that they

21   note, the spacing of the trees, there was a

22   notation made that as the trees get closer to

23   the intersection, that they would be spaced

24   closer together.  So there was a requirement

25   in here before about equal intervals, so that
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1   has been struck.  Then there was also -- that

2   comes from the preliminary development plan.

3   That was something on the preliminary

4   development plan.

5   There was also an indication on the

6   preliminary development plan that there would

7   be a minimum of 35 feet from intersections.

8   There would be no street trees within that 35

9   feet.  And that has been reduced to 30 feet,

10   which, in my opinion, is still sufficient.

11   And so item 5A reads as follows:  Street

12   trees shown on landscape plan CT1-F.1 through

13   F.4 shall be planted at 75 feet on center

14   minimum, so they can be closer together,

15   centered in turf boulevard and shall maintain

16   a minimum distance of 30 feet from the

17   intersection.

18   There's a new item added to number

19   five, and 5C is landscaping on sublots, and

20   this was -- there was a concern or question

21   about whether or not sublot 13, which is

22   along the northern boundary that butts up,

23   you know, to the northern boundary, what sort

24   of screening is required for that sublot

25   along the north boundary and when would that
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1   be installed.  And that also was addressed in

2   the preliminary plan, the Preliminary

3   Development Plan, so it's being reiterated

4   here.  And so item 5C-1 reads:  Landscaping

5   on sublots item 1, along the northern

6   boundary of sublot 13, the final development

7   plan shall include landscaping that provides

8   effective screen to a minimum height of eight

9   feet at the time of planting, which may

10   include a combination of mounding and

11   landscaping as approved by the township.

12   I would also like to point out, on the

13   plan, it does indicate a 50-foot setback for

14   the parking and 150-foot setback for the

15   building along the northern boundary.

16   There's a second paragraph under 5C,

17   paragraph two has been added as well, and

18   this is in relation to sublot 11, which I

19   mentioned earlier.  It reads:  On sublot 11,

20   which is the corner of Medina Line and State

21   Route 18.  On sublot 11, any parking lot

22   located along the eastern boundary of the

23   sublot shall be effectively screened from

24   view along Medina Line Road.

25   Given the variation and topography
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1   along Medina Line Road, the applicant shall

2   provide a section drawing depicting the

3   location of the parking lot, proposed

4   screening, and the site line from the Medina

5   Line Road center line.

6   Under item six, sublot driveway spacing

7   and parking lot cross easement.  A new sub

8   item G has been added.  It reads:  Shared

9   access drive and interconnected parking may

10   be located in the middle and side yard

11   setback, provided each sublot complies with

12   the minimum open space requirements.

13   There is a new item eight that refers

14   to sublot construction, and this is pointing

15   out that and is in regard to the fact that

16   Menards, as part of the phase one

17   development, will install the interior

18   roadways, as well as the sidewalks.  Those

19   are on the plans to be constructed at the

20   same time.

21   The concern is that when individual

22   sublots are then constructed, their buildings

23   are approved and built, that there will be

24   construction traffic crossing over the

25   sidewalks, and likely to be some damage to
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1   those sidewalks, which is typical.  So item

2   eight has been added to reiterate that in the

3   event the development of a sublot damages any

4   previously installed sidewalk, landscaping,

5   or other improvement, repairs to such

6   improvements shall be made prior to occupancy

7   of the building.  And I would also like to

8   say something that's mentioned and covered in

9   Menards' declaration of reciprocal easements.

10   There is no -- there's a requirement saying

11   that the sublot owner has to repair to an

12   equal or better condition than what the

13   original construction was.  There is no time

14   line, though.  So this is important in the

15   sense that it's adding a time line.

16   The next item is renumbered from number

17   seven to number nine.  And it reads, Prior to

18   the township trustees signing off on the

19   phase one final plat, which is currently

20   undergoing review by Medina County, Menards

21   shall provide the following documents.  And

22   so there were some changes here because they

23   have supplied the updated drawings which were

24   required in what had been sub item 7B.  So

25   all of item B has been deleted because all of
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1   those requirements have been supplied.

2   So those are the changes that have been

3   made.

4   MR. PACE:  Very good.  Trustee Ginley,

5   any questions or comments on the draft motion

6   as it is currently prepared?

7   MR. GINLEY:  Not at this time.

8   MR. PACE:  Okay.  We do have the new

9   item that has walked in earlier today or late

10   last night, and that's the changing grading.

11   We do need an opportunity, I believe, to

12   review that and to have CT Consultants on

13   that, so that's an open item.  I don't really

14   see all the other items that we've worked on

15   since the zoning commission's draft or

16   approval to us in the motion, I believe are

17   sufficient in my mind.

18   So at this time, I would propose that

19   we continue the meeting to allow us to have

20   time to review with CT Consultants this issue

21   of the grading and how it impacts things and

22   any other final issues that you or I may have

23   and want to address them between meetings.

24   We have our next meeting scheduled for

25   7:00 p.m. on April 26th.  That's a regular
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1   meeting.  I would be inclined to continue to

2   that date.

3   MR. GINLEY:  Do you feel that you'll

4   get the information, you'll have time to have

5   it ready for that date?

6   MS. HOPKINS:  Yes.  That should be

7   sufficient.

8   MR. BAKER:  So, Rick, are you proposing

9   that you keep this meeting open until the

10   26th or that you're going to address it --

11   MR. PACE:  We're going to address it on

12   that date.

13   MR. BAKER:  So it would be part of that

14   meeting?

15   MR. PACE:  It will be part of that

16   meeting.

17   MR. BAKER:  So we would close this

18   meeting.  Okay.

19   MR. PACE:  Anything else then from CT

20   Consultants?  Anything else from the

21   applicant?

22   MR. O'NEIL:  No, sir.

23   MR. GINLEY:  No.

24   MR. PACE:  Is there a motion to close

25   the meeting?
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1   MR. GINLEY:  So moved.

2   MR. PACE:  Second.

3   The meeting is closed.  Thank you.

4   - - -

5   (Meeting adjourned.)

6   - - -

7

8

9

10

11
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14

15

16
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18

19

20
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24
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1   C E R T I F I C A T E

2   

3   

4   I, Christine A. Schirripa, a court

5   reporter, do hereby certify that I stenographically

6   took down the foregoing hearing in its entirety,

7   which was subsequently transcribed into typewriting

8   by means of computer-aided transcription under my

9   direction; and that the foregoing Transcript of

10   Proceedings is a true and correct transcript of my

11   stenotype notes.

12   I do further certify that I am not a relative,

13   employee of or attorney for any party or counsel, or

14   otherwise financially interested in this action or

15   proceeding; further, I am not, nor is the court

16   reporting firm with which I am affiliated, under

17   contract as defined in Civil Rule 28(D).

18   Signed this 29th day of April, 2021.

19   
 

20   
 

21   
 ------------------------------------

22   Christine A. Schirripa, Notary Public
 My Commission Expires 11-26-21

23   
 

24

25
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